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Martial law in Hawaii Print Cite On only a few occasions in the history of the United States have American citizens been
placed for a substantial period of time under a rule of martial lawâ€”the imposition of military rule by military
authoritiesâ€”with the suspension of constitutional rights that military control of civilian life entails.

The dark period of Hawaiian history began on December 7, , with the massive surprise attack of Japanese
bombers on the U. Naval Base Pearl Harbor. The air raid successfully sunk or grounded 18 ships and killed 2,
Americans. As the smoke billowed from the harbor, Lieutenant General Walter Short met with Territorial
Governor Joseph Poindexter to convince him to declare martial law. Being coerced through tactics discussed
below, Gov. Poindexter reluctantly ceded power to the military â€” temporarily, or so he thought. In declaring
martial law, all forms of civilian law were suspended. An entire new system of justice and order was instituted
and controlled at the absolute discretion of Lt. The transfer of power meant that all civilian courts would be
closed, and all government functions â€” federal, territorial, and municipal â€” would be placed under military
control. Constitution was suspended and civilians no longer guaranteed any individual rights or protections
from the government. Civilians had no freedom of speech, self-defense, assembly, or protections from from
unreasonable search and seizures, inter alia. General Short, in his first proclamation as Military Governor on
December 7th, , stated that [7]: I shall therefore shortly publish ordinances governing the conduct of the
people of the Territory with respect to the showing of lights, circulation, meetings, censorship, possession of
arms, ammunition, and explosives, the sale of intoxicating liquors and other subjects. In order to assist in
repelling the threatened invasion of our island home, good citizens will cheerfully obey this proclamation and
the ordinances to be published; others will be required to do so. Offenders will be severely punished by
military tribunals or will be held in custody until such time that the civil courts are able to function. Poindexter
relayed his decision to the mainland, which was affirmed with approval from the President of the United
States [7]: Roosevelt on the declaration of martial law and suspension of the write of habeas corpus. Hawaii
Under Army Rule, p. The streets were ordered to be cleared between the hours of 9: All persons of Japanese
descent had to be in their homes by 8: The Military Governor required that newspapers be made illegal unless
they were granted a license to operate. All newspapers and radio stations were shut down for a time. Any
publication not printed exclusively in English was denied a license and considered illegal. The local telephone
company was taken over by the military. All long-distance telephone calls to the mainland were required to be
spoken in English and censored. The military government monitored the content and morale of the population
this way. Use of civilian short-wave radio was restricted. Photo materials were restricted to limit photography.
The Honolulu Advertiser and the Honolulu Star-Bulletin both published an order directed at every inhabitant
of the island: The Army demands the aid and assistance of every person in the Territoryâ€¦ If you are ordered
by military personnel to obey a certain command, that order must be obeyed instantly and without question.
Civilian ownership of firearms was prohibited except to those specially authorized [6]. Every male islander
was ordered to construct a bomb shelter [9]. Approximately , acres of private land was confiscated by the
military â€” land, farms, buildings [8] U. Army Museum Civilians were not permitted to switch jobs, and had
their wages frozen. Dollars were confiscated and new money was issued â€” only valid in Hawaii. Goods on
the shelves were inventoried by the military. Every light bulb and every flame was ordered to be extinguished
after dark. Even a lit cigarette, a kitchen stove burner, or an illuminated radio dial was grounds for an arrest. It
was ordered that all residential doors and windows be covered. Car headlights were to be painted blue to dim
the beams. Navy Of great controversy and consequence was the suspension of the writ of habeas corpus â€”
the common-law court doctrine requiring a party holding a prisoner to demonstrate the legal and jurisdictional
basis for continuing to hold the prisoner. With all civilian due process suspended, arrestees could be held
without charges or trial; without legal representation, witnesses, a defense, or a jury. Numerous violators were
thrown before a military judge, Lt. Aside from the repressive military orders used to control their lives,
thousands of Hawaiian Issei were arrested and shipped off to internment camps for the duration of the war. We
deplore a system of government whereby the citizens of the Territory of Hawaii can be arrested and held for
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investigation, without bail, for offenses that have nothing to do with the operations of the military
establishment. We deplore the exercise of public authorities who are making unlawful searches and seizures in
the homes of the people of the Territory of Hawaii without a search warrantâ€¦ We deplore the continued
existence of the suspension of the writ of habeas corpusâ€¦ It was evident that the continued suspension of
civilian law was disconcerting to some on the mainland, including Secretary of the Interior Harold L. Ickes,
who wrote on January 9th, General Richardson defiantly stated after the ruling that regular blackouts would
continue to be enforced as of 10 p. The authority conferred in the executive order will expire 30 days after the
end of war with Japan. Poindexter declared lawfully martial law but the Army went beyond the governor and
set up that which was lawful only in conquered enemy territory namely, military government which is not
bound by the Constitution. And theyâ€¦ threw the Constitution into the discard and set up a military
dictatorship. Short] set up an unconstitutional provost court system to try, without constitutional safeguards,
anybody for anything â€” and they did it, too. They did not tell you that it had said one thing while preparing
to do another thing. They did it with design aforethought. They did it knowing disregard of the Constitution.
They did it because Hawaii is not a State. They did it because they did not have faith that Americanism
transcends race, class, and creed. Japanese Americans, including community leaders and even Buddhist
monks, were among those detained at the Honouliuli internment camp on Oahu, Hawaii. Picture taken in
Petersburg, Florida] 14 April Green, Major General Thomas H. Library of Congress [Washington, D. Hawaii
Under Army Rule. Stanford University Press [Stanford, California] The Enclyclopedia of the War Years,
Commission on Wartime Relocation and Internment of Civilians. Internment of Japanese Americans in
Hawaii.
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Martial Law is the rule by military authority in times of emergency and the temporary suspension of civil authority. The
imposition of martial law is likened to the exercise of self-defense by an individual, with necessity justifying the action in
both instances.

Egypt [ edit ] Martial law in Egypt: Egyptian-flagged tanks man an apparent checkpoint just outside the
midtown Tahrir area during the Egyptian revolution. In Egypt, a State of Emergency has been in effect almost
continuously since Following the assassination of President Anwar el-Sadat in , a state of emergency was
declared. Egypt has been under state of emergency ever since; the Parliament has renewed the emergency laws
every three years since they were imposed. The legislation was extended in and were due to expire at the end
of May ; plans were in place to replace it with new anti-terrorism laws. But after the Dahab bombings in April
of that year, state of emergency was renewed for another two years. A State of Emergency gives military
courts the power to try civilians and allows the government to detain for renewable day periods and without
court orders anyone deemed to be threatening state security. Public demonstrations are banned under the
legislation. On 10 February , the ex-president of Egypt, Hosni Mubarak , promised the deletion of the relevant
constitutional article that gives legitimacy to State of Emergency in an attempt to please the mass number of
protesters that demanded him to resign. On 11 February , the president stepped down and the vice president
Omar Suleiman de facto introduced the country to martial law when transferring all civilian powers from the
presidential institution to the military institution. It meant that the presidential executive powers, the
parliamentary legislative powers and the judicial powers all transferred directly into the military system which
may delegate powers back and forth to any civilian institution within its territory. The military issued in its
third announcement the "end of the State of Emergency as soon as order is restored in Egypt". Before martial
law, the Egyptian parliament under the constitution had the civilian power to declare a State of Emergency.
When in martial law, the military gained all powers of the state, including to dissolve the parliament and
suspend the constitution as it did in its fifth announcement. Under martial law, the only legal framework
within the Egyptian territory is the numbered announcements from the military. These announcements could
for instance order any civilian laws to come back into force. The military announcements communiques are
the de facto only current constitution and legal framework for the Egyptian territory. It means that all affairs of
the state are bound by the Geneva Conventions. Iran [ edit ] Article 79 of the Constitution of Iran forbids the
proclamation of martial law. Upon the full blown military take over The Green Movement was eventually
contained in a very brutal and bloody fashion. The action followed by a prolonged period of censorship of the
media, blockage of Internet and other communication channels and TV satellites, and the widespread arrests
and prosecutions of opposition leaders and a large number of political and civil activists in Iran. Martial law
was also declared in some other cities. On September 8, the army opened fire on protesters, killing somewhere
from to estimates vary but according to Emadeddin Baghi , the number of people "martyred" on Black Friday
is 88 of which 64 were gunned down in Jaleh Square [10]. The day is often referred to as Black Friday. As a
last-ditch effort, as he was preparing to leave the country, Shah dissolved the military government and
appointed Shapour Bakhtiar , a reformist critic of his rule, as the new prime minister on January 4, This was
later extended both in duration and geographical reach to the whole of the country with the consent of the
British government. Much of Ireland was declared under martial law by the British authorities during the Irish
War of Independence. A large portion of Ireland was also under de facto martial law during the Irish Civil
War. The current Irish Constitution allows for martial law if the government declares a state of emergency,
however capital punishment is prohibited in all circumstances, including a state of emergency. Israel [ edit ]
Military administrative government was in effect from to over some geographical areas of Israel having large
Arab populations, primarily the Negev , Galilee , and the Triangle. The residents of these areas were subject to
a number of controlling measures that amounted to martial law. Any Arab not registered in a census taken
during November was deported. In the s, martial law ceased to be in effect for those Arab citizens living in
predominantly Jewish cities, but remained in place in all Arab localities within Israel until Following the war,
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in which the Israeli army captured the West Bank and Gaza Strip , a military administration over the
Palestinian population was put in place. In , Israel agreed to give autonomy to the people of Gaza and
completely disengaged from Gaza in However, in , Israel put a blockade on the Gaza Strip over what it
viewed as security concerns. During the Lebanon war , martial law was declared by Defense Minister Amir
Peretz over the north of the country. The Israel Defense Forces were granted the authority to issue instructions
to civilians, and to close down offices, schools, camps and factories in cities considered under threat of attack,
as well as to impose curfews on cities in the north. The accused is then placed on remand or bail and required
to report to the police or the court on a regular basis, sometimes every day. There are examples of this system
being used to intimidate or coerce individuals in civil litigations. However, three weeks later General
Ayubâ€”who had been openly questioning the authority of the government before the imposition of martial
lawâ€”deposed Iskandar Mirza on 27 October and assumed the presidency that practically formalized the
militarization of the political system in Pakistan. Four years later a new document, Constitution of , was
adopted. On assuming the presidency, General Yahya Khan acceded to popular demands by abolishing the
one-unit system in West Pakistan and ordered general elections on the principle of one man one vote. On 21
December , Bhutto took this post as well as that of President. Unstable areas were brought under control
through indirect military action , such as Balochistan under Martial Law Governor, General Rahimuddin
Khan. On October 12, , the government of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif was dissolved, and the Army took
control once more. But no martial law was imposed. While the government was supposed to be run by the
elected prime minister, there was a common understanding that important decisions were made by the
President General Musharraf. On November 3, , President General Musharraf declared the state of emergency
in the country which is claimed to be equivalent to the state of martial law as the constitution of Pakistan of
was suspended, and the Chief Justices of the Supreme Court were fired. On November 12, , Musharraf issued
some amendments in the Military Act, which gave the armed forces some additional powers. The country was
under martial law again from to under the authoritarian rule of Ferdinand Marcos. The official reason behind
the declaration was to suppress increasing civil strife and the threat of a communist takeover , particularly
after a series of bombings including the Plaza Miranda Incident and an assassination attempt on Defense
Minister Juan Ponce Enrile in Mandaluyong. Coupled with economic downturns, these factors fermented
dissent in various sectors e. During this 9-year period, curfews were implemented as a safety measure.
Majority of radio and television networks were suspended. Journalists who were accused of speaking against
the government were taken as political prisoners, some of them to be physically abused and tortured by the
authorities. Others have stated that the implementation of Martial Law was taken advantage by the Marcos
regime. This alleged money laundering issue was brought back recently, particularly in the PiliPinas Debates
for the recently held Philippine Presidential Elections on May 9, Ferdinand "Bongbong" Marcos, Jr. Instead, a
State of National Emergency was imposed in from 24 February to 3 March, in order to quash a coup attempt
and quell protesters. The Ampatuans were implicated in the massacre of 58 persons , including women from
the rival Mangudadatu clan , human rights lawyers, and 31 media workers. Cited as one of the bloodiest
incidents of political violence in Philippine history, the massacre was condemned worldwide as the worst loss
of life of media professionals in one day.
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HAWAII â€” Islanders suffered under nearly three years of martial law from ; so oppressive that it was later described by
a federal judge as a "military dictatorship." All manner of civilian liberties were replaced by oppressive military orders
enforced by American soldiers.

Martial Law History of Martial Law in the United States Martial Law is the rule by military authority in times
of emergency and the temporary suspension of civil authority. In societies placing a high premium on the rule
of law and the rights of individuals, martial law is seen as an undesirable necessity. History has shown that the
question of when martial law should be lifted is at least as important as when it should be invoked. The lifting
of martial law has been crucial to the political development of many nations throughout the twentieth century.
Many regimes have been accused of extending the period of martial law until all political opposition has been
crushed. Questions concerning when martial law should be invoked, when it should be lifted and who should
make such determinations are crucial to the study of martial law in any nation. Martial law is not mentioned in
the United States Constitution, nor is it defined by state or federal statutes. Acceptance of martial law,
therefore, lies in its role in the pursuance of other constitutional and statutory provisions. These include
constitutional provisions empowering Congress to call out the militia for suppressing insurrections and
repelling invasions, and acts of Congress authorizing the president to employ the army, navy, and militia to
put down insurrections against federal or state authority. Historically, martial law has been invoked in times of
emergencies by the president, state, and territorial governors, and military commanders. The validity of
proclaiming martial law, maintaining it or actions taken in pursuance of it has been challenged. In instances,
civil courts have been called on to determine the legality of the measures taken. Martial Law in Early America
In America, the use of troops in emergencies does not of itself bring about a state of martial law. When, for
example, President George Washington sent federal troops to Pennsylvania in to put down the Whiskey
Rebellion, he explicitly ordered the military commander to adhere to existing laws and to deliver the rebels to
regular civil courts for trial. A federal judge and a district attorney accompanied the troops to ensure this. Such
care for civil authority was not taken when the City of New Orleans was in danger of attack during the War of
Martial law was not withdrawn after the American victory in the Battle of New Orleans January 8, , which
eliminated the threat to the city, nor was it lifted after news of the peace treaty arrived. When a federal judge
granted the legislator a writ of habeas corpus to have his case heard before a civil court , Jackson put the judge
under house arrest and later expelled him from the city. Martial Law During the Civil War During the Civil
War Congress passed several laws to deal with acts of treason and rebellion against the federal government. In
areas under federal control, a policy of having the military deal with persons suspected of treason and
rebellion was adopted. At first, the policy applied only to particular localities, mostly in the embattled border
states. Approximately 18, civilian suspects were rounded up and held until their potential threat to the Union
cause could be assessed. Most were released within a few days after taking an oath to refrain from secessionist
activities. Suspension of such a fundamental civil liberty as habeas corpus roused sharp protests. The habeas
corpus right developed in Anglo-American law to prevent the government from arbitrarily arresting and
holding individuals without charging them with a crime an ideal way of suppressing political opposition. The
right was compromised during the Civil War, however, because suspects could escape to rebel areas if they
were not held by military authorities. On circuit in Baltimore, Chief Justice Roger Taney issued a writ of
habeas corpus for a Maryland secessionist charged with destroying railroad bridges. When union officers
ignored the writ, Taney issued an opinion in Ex parte Merryman denying the president the power to suspend
the writ because the section on habeas corpus and its suspension was in Article I, section 9 of the United
States Constitution, which dealt with the legislative power of Congress. The statute authorized the president to
suspend the habeas corpus privilege but required the government to provide federal courts with lists of
political prisoners being held and to release those whom grand juries failed to indict. In , a military court in
Indiana sentenced Lambden Milligan to death for disloyal activities including an alleged plot to overthrow the
state government. In Ex Parte Milligan , however, a divided United States Supreme Court ruled that the
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president violated the Habeas Corpus Act of by ignoring the requirement of a grand jury indictment and that
Congress lacked the authority to institute military courts to try civilians in areas remote from the actual
fighting and where civil courts were open. The necessity must be actual and present; the invasion real, such as
effectually closes the courts and deposes the civil administration. Four justices, however, disagreed with the
majority opinion that Congress did not have the power to authorize military commissions in areas threatened
by invasion or insurrection. For them, the threat of war or insurrection was sufficient to warrant martial law,
and that it should be left to Congress to decide whether or not to employ it. When strikes by mine workers in
Idaho, Colorado and several other states broke into armed conflicts, state governors declared martial law and
called on federal troops and state militias to quell the violence. Roosevelt asked Congress for broad executive
power to wage war against the emergency, as if the country were invaded by a foreign enemy. Civil courts
were closed, and the writ of habeas corpus was suspended. Martial law was not new to Hawaii. The islands
were seized and temporarily ruled by the French and British military forces during the nineteenth century. In ,
martial law was declared when the supporters of Queen Liliuokalani attempted to overthrow the Republic of
Hawaii. A military court tried rebels and sentenced five, including Robert Wilcox, to death. Their sentences
were later commuted, and all of them were freed by the following year. Protests against martial law were
minimal in and early Over military objections, President Roosevelt partially restored the independent
functions of the civil governor and the regular civil courts in February Martial law was suspended in October
Hans Zimmerman, a German-born American citizen who had a successful osteopathic practice in Hawaii.
Zimmerman was picked up and held by the military as a security risk shortly after the Pearl Harbor attack.
Denial of a writ of habeas corpus granted him by the federal district court was upheld by the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals on the grounds that the military had full authority to declare the state of emergency and to
determine when it should be lifted. Another case involved Saffery Brown, who was sentenced to death by a
five-man military tribunal for the murder of his wife. Residents of Maui were shocked by the death sentence,
which they did not recall ever being rendered on the island. An appeal to President Roosevelt resulted in the
sentence being commuted to life imprisonment. Legally and constitutionally, the most significant case
challenging martial law in Hawaii during World War II was Duncan v. In the case, the Court avoided
reviewing the constitutionality of suspending the writ of habeas corpus on the ground s that the appeal was
taken by the court after the writ was restored in It did rule, however, that the establishment of military
tribunals in Hawaii to try civilians was illegal. In its view, the primary purpose of the Organic Act was to
extend to civilians in Hawaii the same constitutional guarantees enjoyed by those living in other parts of the
United States. Mass internment was out of the question. Some thought was given to shipping them to camps in
the mainland. Martial law was not invoked anywhere on the mainland during World War II. On March 2, ,
General J. In these areas, curfews were set for German and Italian nationals and all persons of Japanese
Ancestry. A proclamation on March 27th prohibited Japanese-Americans from leaving the coastal area. A
May 9th order formally excluded all persons of Japanese origin from the area. Most internees lost all of their
property left behind on the west coast. United States , a case involving a University of Washington student
who was arrested for failing to report to a control center and for violating curfew, the Court evaded the
relocation question and ruled that the government was within its authority in ordering curfews in the military
areas. United States involved an American citizen who volunteered for military service but was turned down
for his ulcers and was later arrested for refusing to leave the war zone. On the same day, the Court
unanimously granted a writ of habeas corpus to Mitsuye Endo, a citizen whose loyalty had been clearly
established, thus freeing her from the Tule Lake War Relocation Camp. In Ex parte Endo , the Court ruled that
the government had no right to confine persons of unquestioned loyalty. By making this ruling, the Court
avoided the question of the constitutionality of the actions of the president and technically attributed the
violation to the abuse of the presidential order by war relocation authorities. In , Congress took the first step to
undo some of the damage by passing the Japanese American Evacuation Claims Act. Conclusion Throughout
American history, there has been a willingness to accept military authority in times of emergency. Because of
the irony of having to suspend the very constitutional system martial law ultimately attempts to protect,
Americans have not been willing to allow those who invoke it to determine its validity or its parameters. This
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has been left to the courts. American courts have not created any permanent doctrines on martial law but have
established some guidelines for its imposition. The bottom line, however, remains a necessity, because without
it there is no real justification for martial law. Research Martial law is a still-timely but little-researched topic.
A justice of the United States Supreme Court predicted that the imposition of martial law would come to be
regarded as one of the two most notorious acts of the U. His prediction about the internment was born out, but
not his prediction about martial law. On the contrary, martial law has been all but forgotten. The limited
discussion of martial law usually revolves around the blackout and rationing. The huge issues of constitutional
law and human rights are largely forgotten, but a core question persists: What was martial law? Did it go on
too long? Once the Army gained power, how did they use it? How determinedly did they resist giving it up? In
the end, was it legal or illegal? Was it a net benefit to the people of Hawaii? Or did it do damage to the values
and practices of Hawaii? To make an appointment in the HWRD reading room e-mail archives hawaii. If you
know from the finding aid what you want to study, the archivist may have your material waiting for you. The
archivist can also help you consult the original card file. Index cards will lead you to rich files on martial law.
With the on-line Digital Collection, you can view 1, U. Signal Corps and newspaper photos. You can also find
a wealth of unexplored topics in either the uncatalogued subject files or the wartime scrapbook series. From to
the early s this institute studied race relations in Hawaii. During the period, it broadened its scope to a
wide-ranging examination of a society living under the stress of world war. Also see Student Papers including
notably Subsection J, primarily the papers and diary entries of students during wartime; also Reactions to the
Bombing, which includes hundreds of entries by students. You then can email the archivist desk with the
name and locator information. If the file is less than 20 pages long, the archivist will send you the photocopies
free.
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Under martial law in Hawaii, food was rationed, liquor and bars were strictly controlled, and even photography along the
coasts was banned. It was a miserable time.

Knowing Hawaii would be a prime target, they had strengthened military facilities on the islands. December 7,
was a Sunday. When they consulted an officer about it, he thought they were American planes, either on
maneuvers from another base on Oahu or coming from the mainland. Many believed a land invasion would
follow shortly. But despite the lack of further attacks, martial law continued until the end of the war. Military
tribunals supplanted the court system. The military controlled daily life to an incredible degree. They froze
wages, set working hours, and regulated bars and restaurants. They instituted curfews and declared blackouts.
They censored the press. They even controlled rent prices. To ensure martial law worked to their advantage,
the Big Five companies wined and dined high-ranking military officers at their social events. Their advice and
concerns influenced the military in their favor. Any criticism was deemed unpatriotic, however, and
censorship of the press assured no public journalistic debate on the issue. Two small internment camps opened
in Hawaii. With more than , people of Japanese descent living in Hawaii, it quickly became obvious that
interning them all would be problematic. They provided highly skilled labor, as well as owning many small
businesses. Officials and politicians on the mainland considered the group much more of a threat than those
stationed in Hawaii did. Only issei, original immigrants from Japan, held private sympathy for their homeland.
Their children, nisei, had been born in Hawaii and attended schools that had instilled American values in
them. Nisei considered themselves American through and through. Wanting them gone, the military sent them
to Wisconsin for training, where they became the th Battalion. In January, , the military opened enlistment to
Japanese-Americans. Thousands of nisei in Hawaii eagerly joined. They trained in the United States as the nd
Infantry. They continued on to Italy, where heavy fighting resulted in higher-than-average casualties. The nd
landed in Naples in early June, , and merged with the th soon after. The combined units fought hard
throughout Europe, earning numerous medals and honors. When they returned to Hawaii, they were hailed as
heroes.
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California Law Review Volume XXX MAY, Number 4 Martial Law in Hawaii Garner Anthony* THE declaration of martial
law in the Territory of Hawaii as a re-.

It contemplated that in a maximum emergency, the Governor was authorized to declare a state of emergency
in attempt to avoid the necessity of martial law. He followed-up with a telegram to the President of the US.
Your attention is called to section 67 of the Hawaiian Organic Act for your decision of my action. Never
before or after in American history were US citizens kept under martial law in such numbers or for so long a
time. On the first day, December 7th, an advisory board was appointed consisting of informed local citizens.
Offenders will be severely punished by military tribunals or will be held in custody until such time that the
civil courts are able to function. All civilians over six years of age were required to be fingerprinted. Except
for taxes, General Orders, issued by the Military Governor, regulated every facet of civilian life, from traffic
control to garbage collection. Violations were punished summarily by provost courts or military tribunals;
there was no right of appeal. Under the martial law regime, there was no room for legislation, other than
decrees by the military. Likewise, since law enforcement was concentrated in the military commissions and
provost courts, the local courts held no position. Anthony The courts of the Territory were closed as of
December 8, by order of the military. In all, between 1, and 1, local Japanese were interned, along with about
1, family members. Beginning in July the powers of government were gradually restored to civilian authority,
but some degree of martial law continued. On February 8, , power was restored to the Governor, the courts and
the legislature. In July, , the office was renamed Office of Internal Security. On October 24, , President
Roosevelt terminated martial law and restored the writ of habeas corpus. Anthony Military Generals having
control of the Islands and their terms included: This was not the first proclamation of martial law in the
Islands. Martial law, then, lasted until March 18,
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Martial Law in Hawaii, December 7, - Library of Congress.

The eyes of the world are upon you. As part of an extensive deception plan, the Allies had misled the Germans
into thinking the main invasion would take place on a different date and place. Among their many ruses, the
Allies created a phantom army, complete with fake equipment to fool Nazi aerial reconnaissance, real generals
in command, and a vast radio network that stayed in place when the real military units stealthily moved to
their departure seaports to board the invasion fleet. Thousands of Allied forces were killed or wounded in
battle, but on June 11, the beaches at Normandy were fully secured. After Normandy, the Allies continued to
fight their way across Europe, and by the end of August , they had reached the Seine River, liberating Paris.
Martial law ends in Hawaii Martial law was imposed hours after the Dec. Under martial law, the U. There
were many restrictive outcomes of martial law that affected Hawaii residents, but particularly those of
Japanese ancestry. A curfew was imposed; media, radio broadcasts, telephone calls and civilian mail were
censored; and Japanese language schools were closed. Civil courts also were replaced by military courts, with
the army forbidding jury trials. Civilians brought before military provost courts were denied constitutional
guarantees of due process and writ of habeas corpus. By mid, discontent with martial law escalated. Although
the Roosevelt Administration initially rejected attempts to scale back the restrictions, a compromise was
reached on March 10, that returned most functions of civilian government, except for labor, to civilian
agencies. Martial law and the supremacy of the Military Governor, however, was not ended until Oct.
Mainland internment camp closings On Dec. AJAs had suffered great indignities at internment camps, which
were surrounded by barbed wire, patrolled by guards and known for their poor conditions. Along with the
emotional impact of imprisonment, internees lost jobs, possessions and endured lengthy family separations.
While the closing of the camps would seem to end a painful chapter for Japanese Americans, it did not bring
an end to the discrimination. With the defeat of Nazi Germany in sight, the three Allied leaders convened from
Feb. The purpose of this major conference was to negotiate Soviet support for the war against Japan and plan
for a post-war Europe. Each leader had his own agenda. Roosevelt wanted Soviet support in the war against
Japan in the Pacific, as well as Soviet participation in the United Nations. Churchill asked for free elections
and democratic governments in Eastern and Central Europe specifically Poland , while Stalin demanded a
Soviet sphere of political influence in Eastern and Central Europe. Most of these agreements were kept secret,
but controversy arose in the early stages of the Cold War when Stalin broke his promise of free elections in
Eastern Europe and installed governments dominated by the Soviet Union. The final phase of the war to defeat
the Nazis and liberate Europe begins.
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The attack on Pearl Harbor led to martial law in Hawaii. Citizens lost many basic rights. However, few of Hawaiian
Japanese Americans were sent to internment camps, and many eagerly served in the military.

Hours after the attack, Hawaii, a U. Instead, all residents of Hawaii â€” white, Native Hawaiian, Japanese,
Filipino, Chinese â€” were forced to live under strict military rule. After all, Japanese-American residents had
long-established themselves in Hawaii as business owners, teachers and community leaders. Bettmann via
Getty Images A newspaper photo shows two Japanese-American workers at an emergency medical unit in
Honolulu, with the caption saying they are "typical of the loyal Japanese-Americans in the Islands; they have
been on continuous duty since the attack on December 7. Immediately after the attack, civilians were
mandated by the military to dig holes for makeshift bomb shelters and were ordered to place barbed wire
around everything, including beaches, water pumping stations, electrical installations and government
buildings. While they were free to live their normal lives during the day, Hawaii residents were forced to black
out their windows, and a curfew banned civilians from being outside at night. All electricity was required to be
shut off after sundown, and the military enforced the curfew every night. Any unauthorized civilian out after
hours faced the risk of being shot. Food on the island was rationed to families. There was a ban on liquor, and
bars were shuttered. As a result, officials reviewed and confiscated any photographs that contained barbed
wire, beaches or military bases. The harsh military rule in Hawaii ended nearly three years after the Pearl
Harbor attacks, but, according to Brown, the islands were forever changed. The poor treatment of the residents
in Hawaii fueled the case for bringing the islands into statehood. And the military continued to maintain a
stronghold in Hawaii, with every branch of the military stationed there today. As a historian specializing in
World War II and the attacks on Pearl Harbor, Brown has collected many of the contraband images that were
photographed in Hawaii despite martial law. Many of these images are on display at the Bishop Museum in
Honolulu for the 75th anniversary of the devastating attacks. DeSoto Brown Collection A curfew was imposed
by the military government on all civilians in Hawaii, which lasted for nearly the entire war. Without some
sort of curfew pass like this one, citizens could be arrested after curfew. DeSoto Brown Collection Pins like
these showed a commitment to winning the war, but they also provided manufacturers some quick income.
This sticker uses a snake to symbolize the treacherous sneak attack on Dec. Navy and used throughout the war
only for military personnel. DeSoto Brown Collection Gas masks were issued to all Hawaii civilians over the
age of 7, and practices like this one were held to prepare for poison gas attacks or air raids. Under martial law,
this card had to be carried at all times. Do you have information you want to share with HuffPost?
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Technically, martial law was terminated in Hawaii on October 24, , in Roosevelt's Presidential Proclamation While
Roosevelt granted that "the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus" was restored, his declaration maintained that civilians
were still thoroughly under the control of military commanders, and civilian freedoms were.

Once welcomed as a source of inexpensive labor for the sugar plantations , the Japanese immigrants and their
American-born children increasingly were viewed by the white power structure and the military as a social,
economic, political and, above all, security threat, especially as Pearl Harbor became the focus of defense
plans against a growing Japanese fleet. These efforts were significantly increased starting in War Plans of and
presaged the martial law that was actually imposed in , including the internment of aliens and civilians.
Refined over the years, these plans called for interning primarily the leaders of the Japanese population: As
war clouds gathered in , the Hawaiian legislature passed the Hawaiian Defense Act of also known as the
M-Day or Mobilization Day Act , which gave the governor extraordinary, virtually dictatorial wartime powers
but kept control of the Islands in civilian hands. Nevertheless, when the bombs fell on Pearl Harbor,
Commanding General Walter Short, fearing an imminent invasion, convinced Governor Joseph Poindexter
that martial law was essential. Poindexter telephoned President Roosevelt, who immediately authorized
martial law. In a simultaneous proclamation, Short assumed the title of Military Governor and verbally
designated Colonel Thomas Green as his "Executive" in carrying out those functions. Hundreds of general
orders were issued under the name of the commanding general, affecting virtually every aspect of civilian life.
Among the most intrusive incursions on freedom were a curfew and blackout that were instituted on the
evening of December 7. The army censored the press and temporarily closed Japanese language newspapers ,
radio broadcasts and transmissions, long-distance telephone calls and cables, and all civilian mail. The army
permanently closed all Japanese language schools and temporarily closed the public schools, allowing them to
reopen two months later with a four-day week so children could work in plantation fields. Hospitals and
emergency facilities were under direct army control, as were food and liquor sales, parking and traffic, and
prostitution. All civilians except very small children were registered and fingerprinted, and they were required
to carry identification cards at all times. The Office of the Military Governor also assumed control of the
"alphabet agencies" that on the mainland regulated war production, labor, and price administration. Additional
restrictions were placed on enemy aliens, mainly Japanese. They were restricted from traveling or changing
residences without permission. They could not meet in groups of more than ten or be outside during the
blackout. They were ordered to turn in all firearms, flashlights, portable radios, cameras, and other items that
could be used in espionage, and these prohibitions were extended even to citizens of Japanese, German and
Italian ancestry early in Japanese fishermen were forbidden to go to sea lest they commit espionage, and
many Japanese Americans lost their jobs. Violations of military orders, as well as other crimes, were tried
before military courts, which replaced civil courts and became one of the most egregious features of the
martial law regime. Although the civil courts were permitted to reopen early in with very limited functions,
such as divorce and property claims, the army forbade jury trials, asserting that multiracial juries could not be
impartial, and the writ of habeas corpus remained suspended until Civilians brought before the provost courts
were denied virtually all of the basic constitutional guarantees of due process, such as warrants for arrest or for
search and seizure of evidence. A single armed officer presided over the trial, which lasted on average less
than five minutes. There were no written charges, and legal counsel was discouraged. It was common for an
individual to be arrested, tried, and sentenced in the same day. The provost courts tried an estimated 55,
civilian cases during the war, with traffic violations, curfew and blackout violations, and absenteeism
accounting for most of them. Ninety-nine percent of the trials in Honolulu in resulted in guilty verdicts. Both
military and civilian security officers were particularly concerned with the possibility of fifth column activities
and sabotage. These individuals were usually told they would be gone a few hours, but many of them were
detained for the entire war. He and the local FBI director believed that the vast majority of Nisei were loyal,
and that the Issei, deprived of their leaders, would not be actively involved in sabotage. Faced with shortages
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of manpower and shipping, and concerned about the effect of a large-scale evacuation on civilian morale,
Emmons agreed only to selective "evacuation"â€”the removal of those who were potentially dangerous in the
event of a crisis and a few hundred who were considered to be contributing nothing to the war effort, including
families of some who had been interned. Persons of Japanese descent, and to a far lesser degree of German
and Italian descent, were investigated, arrested, interned or incarcerated, paroled, and released throughout the
war. After being arrested, the detainees were given hearings by a civilian hearing board although an armed
member of the military served as recorder. At the hearings, the detainee was not informed of the specific
charges against him, and protestations of loyalty to the United States were often disregarded. A total of Issei
were interned during the war, most of them in Department of Justice camps on the mainland. They were
incarcerated nonetheless. Internees requesting repatriation to Japan were subsequently transferred to the Tule
Lake camp, which, in , the WRA designated a " segregation center " for those inmates it considered "disloyal.
The first shipments to the mainland, from February to May , included nearly Issei and Nisei, along with more
than two dozen German and Italian aliens and citizens, who had been detained in the early months of the war.
During the period of martial law, approximately 10, Japanese American residents in the Islands, including all
Kibei, were identified and investigated. Hundreds of them were then picked up for interrogation and loyalty
assessments by the military authorities. They were deprived of liberty, privacy, their normal livelihoods, and
often unification with their families. Combined with the more general restrictions of martial law, this policy
became an effective instrument of control of the population of Japanese ancestry. With the exception of Otto
Kuehn, a German immigrant who was convicted of espionage, not a single one of the internees or detainees
was found guilty of overt acts against U. Rather, according to a U. Congressional investigation following the
war, the internees were judged "on personalities and their utterances, criminal and credit records, and probably
nationalistic sympathies. By mid, however, and especially after the U. A compromise was reached after
protracted negotiations in Washington, and on March 10, , most functions of the civilian governmentâ€”with
the notable exception of the control of laborâ€”were returned to civilian agencies. Trial by jury was restored
for violations of territorial and federal laws, although violations of general orders continued to be prosecuted
in provost courts. Interestingly, none of these cases was brought by a Japanese American. It was only after the
war, in the case of Duncan v. Kahanamoku , [9] in March , that the U. Supreme Court ruled on the issue.
Basing their decision on narrow statutory grounds rather than on constitutional principles, the Court held, in a
divided opinion, that the Organic Act did not justify the replacement of civilian courts with military tribunals
and provost courts, and that this extreme exercise of powers under martial law had been invalid.
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Hours after the attack, Hawaii, a U.S. territory at the time, was placed under martial law, and all of the islands' residents
were under the dictatorship of the U.S. military, according to.

As a result of the Boston Tea Party , Parliament passed the Massachusetts Government Act , one of the
Intolerable Acts , which suppressed town meetings and assemblies, and imposed appointed government,
tantamount to martial law. When word came of the end of the war, Jackson maintained martial law,
contending that he had not gotten official word of the peace. A judge demanded habeas corpus for a man
arrested for sedition. Rather than comply with the writ, Jackson had the judge arrested. People in the
neighboring town of Carthage, Illinois felt that Smith was abusing his position in order to avoid arrest. They
requested that Governor Ford call out the militia to take Smith into custody, to which Governor Ford declined.
This caused an uproar in neighboring towns, who interpreted the order as an attack on the freedom of speech.
Smith was charged with causing a riot, which the Nauvoo courts dismissed. Neighboring cities raised money
for a militia to go and capture Smith. On June 18, Smith declared martial law [10] in Nauvoo and called out
the Nauvoo Legion , an organized city militia of about 5, men, [11] to protect Nauvoo from outside violence.
By this time, Smith had escaped into Iowa, but was convinced by his supporters to return. He was arrested for
treason against the state of Illinois for declaring martial law. In , Nauvoo was stripped of its charter for abuse
of authority. This led to a series of conflicts known as the Illinois Mormon War. In , President James
Buchanan sent U. The Mormons , fearful that the large U. On 15 September, Young publicly declared martial
law in Utah. It was widely circulated throughout the Territory and was delivered by messenger to Col.
Alexander with the approaching army. The most important provision forbade "all armed forces of every
description from coming into this Territory, under any pretense whatsoever. Meanwhile, the Mormons
harassed the approaching army. Eventually, Brigham Young was removed as governor and replaced by Alfred
Cumming. Lincoln imposed the suspension on "prisoners of war, spies, or aiders and abettors of the enemy,"
as well as on other classes of people, such as draft dodgers. Mason declared a state of martial law and placed
General Philip Sheridan in charge of the city on October 9, After the fire was extinguished, there were no
widespread disturbances and martial law was lifted within a few days. The explosion leveled a four-story
building and killed one person. The governor declared martial law. At the same time, a request was made for
federal troops to back guardsmen. Over people were arrested. The list was whittled down to two dozen
ringleaders who were tried in military court. While in prison, the mine workers formed a new union, the
Western Federation of Miners. San Francisco earthquake of [ edit ] Following the earthquake of , the troops
stationed in the Presidio were pressed into martial law service. Guards were posted throughout the city, and all
dynamite was confiscated. The dynamite was used to destroy buildings in the path of fires, to prevent the fires
from spreading. Dating back decades, the conflicts came to a head in Ludlow, Colorado in The Colorado
National Guard was called in to quell the strikers. For a time, the peace was kept, but it is reported that the
make-up of the Guard stationed at the mines began to shift from impartial normal troops to companies of loyal
mine guards. Clashes increased and the proclamation of martial law was made by the governor, eventually
resulting in the Ludlow Massacre. President Wilson sent in federal troops, eventually ending the violence. The
military authority was the National Guard, controlled by the U. This occurred in reaction to a demand by IWW
leader James Rowan that all prisoners of the "class war" he meant Wobbly strikers and strike leaders involved
in a statewide lumber strike be released or Spokane would face a general strike. The IWW was militant,
radical, vocal and consistently nonviolent. The larger context of the repression of the union was war hysteria,
combined with employer opposition to union demands. The nationwide suppression of the IWW during the
war involved physical violence, vandalism, and the imprisonment of hundreds of union members and leaders.
At the behest of Governor Cornwell , federal troops had been dispatched to Mingo County to deal with the
striking miners. The army officer in charge acted, ostensibly, under the Suspension Clause of Article I of the
United States Constitution selectively; accounts show that he only jailed union miners , and did not allow
assembly of any kind. If his soldiers found any union miners, they immediately took them and imprisoned
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them. The jails filled up so quickly that he had to release miners. As it went, miners were arrested, jailed, and
released without any sort of trial. After a time, when the trial of Sid Hatfield began, the military occupation
and "veritable military dictatorship " Governor Cornwell of the army officer ended. Many of the miners were
not released from jail. It was only the first of three times that federal troops would be called to quiet the miners
in the West Virginia Mine War. The Governor threatened to place the entire city under martial law. The
National Guard was called in to open the docks, and a citywide institution of martial law was averted when
goods began to flow. The guardsmen were empowered to make arrests and to then try detainees or turn them
over to the courts. Poindexter declared lawfully martial law but the Army went beyond the governor and set up
that which was lawful only in conquered enemy territory namely, military government which is not bound by
the Constitution. Freedom Riders On May 21, , Governor Patterson of Alabama declared martial law "as a
result of outside agitators coming into Alabama to violate our laws and customs" which had led to "outbreaks
of lawlessness and mob action.
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